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Documentaries

Diana: In Her Own Words Viacom Channel 5
90 min Documentary
Using archive footage and recordings, Diana narrates her life and the events that surrounded her.

Tyson Fury: The Gypsy King Optomen ITV
2 x 60 min Documentary
Having become Lineal world-champion in December 2018, this series follows the life of Tyson Fury and his family as
he defends his crown in the build up to his rematch with WBC Champion Deontay Wilder in 2020.

Call the Cops Optomen Channel 4
60 min  Documentary
This series visits policing's nerve centre, to shed fresh light on law and order in the UK.

Life Begins Warner Bros Apple TV
60 min Documentary
A landmark documentary series from Apple + Warner Bros.

Generation Porn Story Films Channel 4
3 x 60 min Documentary
A landmark Channel 4 series exploring the influence of the modern internet porn epidemic told through the people
who watch it, make it and control it.

Vendetta Nutopia Amazon
8 x 60 min Documentary
A landmark documentary series from Amazon + Nutopia.

How to Rob a Bank Antenna Viceland
60 min Documentary
An ‘explosive’ docu-series uncovering some of the most notorious heists in American history, told by the robbers
themselves. With access to never before seen footage, we hear the real stories behind the headlines. Shocking,
surprising and downright daring stories.

World’s Worst Flights Arrow Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Using jaw-dropping footage recorded by those on board, this series straps you in for a roller coaster ride on the
World’s Worst Flights. Passengers reveal what it’s like to endure the scariest things that happen in the skies while
expert analysis steps the viewer through each stage of the event. Editor and writer.
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The Sidemen Show Antenna Google
2 x 30 min Documentary
Literally billions have watched their online videos, pranks and general hilarious mayhem with millions following
them on social media, now YouTube superstars The Sidemen finally get their own series, as they face some of the
biggest challenges that can be thrown at them, but failing in the most spectacular way possible – let the chaos
begin.

Inside the Court of Appeal Court ITN ITV
50 min Documentary
With exclusive access granted to the Royal Courts of Justice, this one off documentary follows 3 harrowing cases
involving Murder, Death by Dangerous Driving and Manslaughter as they are brought before the UK’s highest
appeal court. With fixed-rig cameras following the court action this film follows both the families of the victims and
offenders as they fight for justice at one the most secretive and powerful courts in the UK.

Valley Cops Minnow Films BBC1
2 x 60 min Documentary
With incredible access to the most troublesome areas and individuals, this series of films highlights the daily issues
facing police in the valleys of Wales, from Armed Robbery, to drug addiction, serial offending to violence – from
investigation, to arrest, to custody we follow the personal stories of individuals who have chosen a life of crime and
those whose lives they affect.

Neighbourhood Blues Raw Cut TV BBC1
50 min Documentary
This long-running series follows Northumberland Police on the frontline as they face the daily problem of crime,
anti-social behaviour and mental health issues on the streets.

Young, Single & Racist Antenna Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Britain has more singletons than ever before and online dating is more popular than ever, but in a world in which
we are encouraged to filter partners by size, shape and ethnicity, is technology encouraging us to be openly racist?
This film follows Social historian Emma Dabiri as she seeks to uncover our hidden prejudices.

Celeb Trolls: We’re Coming To Get You Popkorn TV Channel 5
3 x 60 min Documentary, Director
Series following former Saturdays singer Frankie Bridge as she delves into the world of Internet Trolls and utilises
intelligence experts to track them down.

My Weird Hobby Popkorn TV All 4
6 x 4 min Documentary, Director
Films celebrating the weird and wonderful world of unusual hobbies, from Mermaids to Zombie Preppers by way of
real life larpers and competitive eaters.
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A Home for Mirela Popkorn TV Channel 5
50 min Documentary, Director
Poignant film following Natalie Pinkham as she attempts to build a home for Mirela and 11 other orphans in
Romania. Over 1 year we see her race against time to rehome Mirela and save her from entering the state run care
system for life.

My Violent Child Popkorn TV Channel 5
50 min Documentary
This documentary looks into the world of child on parent violence, following 3 families as they struggle to cope with
their children’s complex behavioural issues with help from the UK’s leading parenting experts.

Killers Behind Bars, Series 2 Popkorn TV Channel 5
4 x 50 min Documentary
When a serial killer is brought to justice, the true extent of their crimes is never fully known, this documentary series
follows ‘Real life cracker’ professor David Wilson as he attempts to link unsolved cold-case murders to the UK’s most
infamous killers.

Living With My Stalker Popkorn TV Channel 4
50 min Documentary
In 2010 trainee doctor Alison Hewitt joined a dating agency and met Al Amin Dhalla, this would set in motion a
terrifying chain of events that would lead to a death sentence for her and her family. With exclusive access to the
family, police and CCTV this nail biting documentary tells the frightening story of the dangers of online dating.

Ria: Diary of a Teen Transsexual Popkorn TV Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Ria was born a boy, Bradley and lives on a housing estate in Hull where he has been living and identifying as a girl
since 13. This documentary follows 2 years of Ria’s life as she struggles to transition into a woman with gender
reassignment surgery on the NHS and become one of the youngest people to ever do so.

The Lost Orphan: Mirela’s Story Popkorn TV Channel 5
50 min Documentary
This documentary follows TV presenter Natalie Pinkham’s emotional journey to Romania to uncover the fate of
Mirela, a 3-year-old orphan whom she bonded with 12 years earlier whilst working at an orphanage. Ever since she
left Natalie has been concerned for her fate, did she survive the impossibly harsh state run orphanage system or
has she fallen victim to the country’s sinister underworld.

Battle of Arnhem: Tour of Duty Popkorn TV Channel 5
2 x 50 min Documentary
In this groundbreaking social experiment 15 young recruits take part in a gruelling ‘hands on’ history lesson as they
attempt to understand the hardship and sacrifice their forefathers endured.
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Motorway Madness Popkorn TV Channel 5
50 min Documentary
Fifty years after the first service station opened its doors, this documentary offers a touching portrait of our modern
day services, the people who work there and the eclectic, eccentric and unusual members of the public who pass
through its doors on the busiest bank holiday of the year.

Football Behind Bars Popkorn TV Sky1
6 x 50 min Documentary
In this groundbreaking series former football icon and TV pundit Ian Wright sets up a football academy in one of the
country’s most notorious young offenders institutions – his mission to transform the lives of Britain’s young
criminals and reverse the growing rate of reoffending in the UK.

Ian Wright: Out of Bounds Roast Beef TLC
3 x 50 min Documentary
Travel presenter Ian Wright is the most travelled person in the world, this series sees him journey out of his comfort
zone, travelling to some of the most dangerous places on earth, asking whether they are really dangerous at all.

America: The Wright Way Roast Beef TLC
6 x 50 min Documentary
This 6 part series follows Ian Wright as he travels America, uncovering the weird, wonderful and downright craziness
the US has to offer.

Virgin School Zig Zag Channel 4
50 min Documentary
This documentary follows the emotional and physical journey of 26 year-old virgin James as he embarks on a
four-month course for sexually inexperienced men in Amsterdam.

I’d Kill for a Baby North One Discovery
50 min Documentary
Since 1983, 243 American infants have been abducted and 11 are still missing. This documentary investigates the
shocking phenomenon of infant abduction and murders over the past 25 years.

My New Face Firecracker Films Channel 4
90 min Documentary
In 2001, two of the world’s leading plastic surgeons set up the UK’s only charity offering surgery to overseas children
suffering from facial disfigurement. This documentary follows five extraordinary cases and features some of the
most extraordinary surgery ever seen, as well as the heartache, anticipation and reunion as each child is given a
new face and a new life.
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God Gave Rock ‘n’ Roll to You Shine TV Channel 4
90 min Documentary
Professor Robert Beckford investigates religion’s 100-year turbulent history with pop music, charting the
relationships with Gospel, Soul, Rock ‘n’ roll through to modern day chart music.

Egomania Firecracker Films Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Everyone has an ego, its part of what defines us as individuals, but when can an ego overpower and a person
become an egomaniac? From cult leaders to murderers this documentary explores the condition of Narcissistic
Personality Disorder.

A Swinging Murder Redback Channel 4
50 min Documentary
In February 2005 in Melbourne, Australia, the brutally beaten body of 53-year-old mother of two, Maria Korp was
discovered in the boot of her car. As the investigation unfolded the story took a sinister twist, revealing a world of
Internet sex, wife swapping and swinging. This documentary tells the story of how passion turned to murder.

The Passion: Films, Faith & Fury Zig Zag Channel 4
90 min Documentary
In the history of film one subject matter has entertained and outraged more than any other, religion, and one some
of the biggest stories in cinema have been based on just one book, the bible. Professor Robert Beckford ventures to
Hollywood to investigate the colossal task of filming the bible.

Unsolved Crimes: USA Granite Sky1
2 x 50 min Documentary
Two notorious crimes have perplexed authorities in America, the curious case DB Cooper and the Black Dahlia,
these documentaries follow investigative journalist Sam Kiley as he attempts to resolve these iconic cases.

Four Weddings and an Execution Firecracker Films Channel 4
50 min Documentary
For many criminals a prison sentence ends the hope of finding a relationship in the outside world, however for
some, prison bars are no obstacles in their quest to find love. Many are willing to sacrifice their careers, their
families and friends to be with the ones they love. This documentary follows 6 women who are involved in
relationships with prisoners.

The House of Obsessive Compulsives Monkey Kingdom Channel 4
2 x 50 min Documentary
OCD is a seriously debilitating condition affecting 1 in 4 people in the UK alone, this 2 part documentary follows a
radical experiment observing 3 OCD sufferers who are placed in a house for 2 weeks under the guidance of the
country’s top expert, with one mission, to cure them before they leave.
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What Would Jesus Drive Fulcrum Channel 4
50 min Dcoumentary
Part of Channel 4’s ‘climate change’ season, this documentary takes an ironic look at the popularity of the SUV in
America and the people that own and drive them.

BTK: Bind, Torture, Kill Firecracker Films Channel 4
50 min Documentary
In 1974 the small state of Wichita, Kansas was shocked by the brutal murder of four members of the Otero family in
broad daylight. Over the next decade the killer struck a further 3 times, taunting the police he became known as the
BTK killer, bind, torture, kill his signature for murder. After his 7th murder in 1986 he disappeared until 2004 when
he sent a letter to the Wichita Eagle newspaper claiming to have killed many more. This documentary investigates
the identity of a serial killer who evaded the police for over 30 years.

Cutting Edge: The Black Widow Firecracker Films Channel 4
50 min Documentary
In December 2003, Dena Thompson was jailed for life for the murder of her 2nd husband. This film explores Dena’s
career of criminality that included fraud, deception, bigamy and attempted murder. Part of the ‘cutting edge’ strand,
this film aims to get inside the mind of a psychopath.

Conspiracies: The Bible Code Mentorn Sky One
50 min Documentary
From ancient Judaism through to Isaac Newton, the belief of a series of hidden ‘codes’ within the Jewish Bible the
torah, have taxed the most advanced of minds. Today ‘The Bible code’, a book by Michael Drosnin makes the
extraordinary claim that the bible contains details of major modern events, encoded over 3000 years ago.
Phenomenon or hoax?

The World’s Strongest Boy Firecracker Films Channel 5
50 min Documentary
Richard Sandrak is billed as the world’s strongest boy. Now 12 years old and with a body like a professional
bodybuilder, Richard is attempting to break into Hollywood after being cast in the lead role of Tiny Tarzan. This
offbeat documentary follows Richard’s attempt, whilst uncovering the shocking history that has brought Richard to
this chapter of his life.

The Saga of the Vinland Map Granite Channel 4
50 min  Documentary
This thought provoking programme was part of the popular ‘Secrets of the Dead’ strand, and looked into the validity
of the map that purports to prove that the Vikings discovered America 500 years before Columbus.
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Superhuman Zeal Channel 4
4 x 50 min Documentary
A ground-breaking series which takes 5 men and 5 women contestants selected from over 2000 applicants and
subjects them to 12 scientific tests devised by the UK’s leading scientists. The aim of the series is to find a ‘perfect’
and ‘perfect female’ specimen and incorporates fixed rig and a live final show from the science museum.
Director: Mark Soldinger

Spend it Like… Jennifer Lopez / Kylie Minogue Shine Sky One
2 x 50 min Documentary
Sky one’s hugely popular Spend it series providing a daring insight into the spending habits of the rich and famous.

The Real Mile High Granada Sky One
50 min Documentary
A light-hearted documentary highlighting the stories and experiences of joining the mile high club.

Extreme Sex Diverse Sky One
50 min Documentary
This hard-hitting documentary deals with the dark world of fetish, highlighting the sexual role-play of the Dom / Sub,
Master & Servant.

Space-Dive TVF Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Before Felix Baumgarten hit the headlines Michel Fournier bet his fortune on conquering the stratosphere by
making the highest altitude jump in history from a balloon in space at 130,000ft, undertaking the longest ever
freefall and breaking the sound barrier without the aid of a vehicle, this documentary follows his doomed attempts.
Director: Mark Soldinger

Surviving Extremes Keo Films Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Following the success of ‘Going to Extremes’, this documentary follows Oxford professor Nick Middleton, as he
journeys to the arctic to join an annual Inuit whale hunting expedition, in an effort to survive one of the most
inhospitable places on earth.
Director: Mark Soldinger

The Entity Optmen Channel 4
50 min Documentary
A Documentary exploring the phenomenon of ‘Hypnagogic Sleep Paralysis’, a rare and terrifying condition that
paralyses its victims and subjects them to unbearable hallucinations so real they are described as the most
nightmarish experiences imaginable.
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Director: Mark Soldinger

Black Britain Keo Films Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Presented by actress Angela Griffin, this documentary explores mixed race culture in modern day Britain.
Director: Yasmin Dellal

American Vampires XYTV Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Channel 4’s Living Dangerously strand, this authored film uncovers the sinister world of real life vampirism in America.
Director: Mark Soldinger

Tony’s Fairytales Just TV Channel 4
30 min  Documentary
Journalist Paul Burston investigates New Labour’s failure on the promise to repeal Section 28, the clause that
forbids teachers to discuss homosexuality in schools.
Director: Mark Soldinger

7 Days in Hollywood Sol Prods Channel 4
30 min Documentary
Editor on the pilot episode of this stylised diary based documentary detailing the life of a Hollywood Talent Agent,
which led to the C4 ‘Tinseltown’ series.
Director: Mark Soldinger

Factual Entertainment

When I Grow Up Viacom Channel 5
60 min Factual Entertainment

Orangutan Jungle School Optomen Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment

Pirate Ship: Live Firefly Channel 4
90 min Entertainment

Battle of the Boy Bands Shine Channel 4
90 min Entertainment
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The Essential List Chrysalis Sky One
90 min

Shocking Celebrity Moments Shine Channel 5
180 min Entertainment
The 50 most outrageous indiscretions in the world of the rich and famous this year.

Vacation, Vacation, Vacation Yorkshire Channel 4
50 min Entertainment
Come fly with Kirstie & Phil as they travel the world in search of the best budget deals and ultimate luxury treats.
From Ibiza to Iceland, Morocco to the Maldives, they’ve packed every episode with advice to make every one of your
holidays happy.

Movie Mistakes Objective Channel 5
50 min Entertainment
Exposing the cinematic blunders and gaffes that film studios hoped they had got away with.

Caught on Film Objective Channel 5
30 min Entertainment
Footage of reckless and insane acts.

The 50 Greatest Horror Scenes Objective Channel 5
50 min Entertainment
A catalogue of the best horror scenes.

The Ruby Wax Show Princess Productions BBC
13 x 50 min Entertainment
Talk show with Ruby Wax.

Five Go Dating Objective E4
10 x 30 min Entertainment
Dating show.

Oblivious Tiger Aspect ITV
4 x 50 min Entertainment
Prime-time ‘hidden camera’ show.

100 Greatest Cartoons Shine Channel 4
180 min Entertainment
A catalogue of the best cartoons
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Drama and Short Film

Drama
Angels In Our Midst 5 min Anglia
Ripley And Scuff 10 x 20 min The Children’s Film Co
CITV
The Blue Network 15 min GMTDA

Short Film
Girls Nite Out 15 min Cinema  Winkle Films
A Sporadic Guest 15 min Cinema NYC Film Festiv

Commercials and Promos Production Channel

Breast Awareness “Walk” Fly Films Saatchi

The Independent “Airport” Eclipse Production Euro RSCG

Variety Club “Special FX” Cinema Ferocious

Citroen Saxo “Mask” Euro RSCG

Project 2000 - “It’s about Time” Universal

World of Animals “ Animal Planet” Discovery Channel

Branded Films Production Client

Global Centre Gyro Productions

Unilever Various Unilever

Rural Pubs “Living with debt” Sky Television

Compaq Gyro Productions Compaq / Sony
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Exodus Gyro Productions

Danone

LB of Camden London Borough of Camden

LB of Westminster London Borough of Westminst

LB of Hillingdon

Barclays Barclays

Treloars

United Response

Royal Bank of Scotland

HM Prison Service

Devere Hotels Devere Hotels

Sunsilk

Louis Vuitton Louis Vuitton

Anya Hindmarch Anya Hindmarch

Majestic Wine Majestic Wine

Pret A Manger Pret A Manger
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